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The ability of transition metals to
exist in more than one stable oxidation state makes them suitable catalysts for biological processes that
require transfer of electrons. Consequently, transition metals are found
at the active sites of a large number
of proteins. The processes catalyzed
by such proteins can require the
transfer of both electrons and protons to a substrate bound to the metal, or can simply involve the transfer
of an electron between proteins (i.e.,
as part of an electron transfer chain,
such as those involved in respiration
or photosynthesis). Due to the physiological importance of electron
transfer metalloproteins, there has
been much effort devoted to understanding their electrochemical properties. The methods used for these
studies, and the results obtained, are
discussed in this article.
Cyclic voltammetry is widely
used to characterize the redox properties of transition metal complexes.
This technique can provide information about the kinetics of the electron
transfer reactions and of any coupled
chemical reactions, in addition to
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thermodynamic data (i.e., redox potentials). However, early voltammetric studies of metalloproteins were
not successful (1,2). This lack of success was attributed to a number of
factors, including adsorption and denaturation of the proteins at the electrode surface and inaccessibility of
the coordinated metal ion (which is
typically buried in the interior of the
protein). Therefore, other techniques
were originally used to measure the
redox potentials of metalloproteins,
including spectroelectrochemistry
and potentiometric titration. These
involve the equilibration of the oxidized and reduced forms of the analyte in a spectroscopic cell at
different potentials (the potentials
are determined either by addition of
appropriate chemical redox reagents
or by applying a constant potential to
the cell). Once equilibrium has been
attained, the concentrations of the
oxidized and reduced species can be
measured spectroscopically (e.g.,
using a thin-layer cell (3)). It is important to note that there is typically
no direct electron transfer between
the electrode surface and the analyte

in spectroelectrochemical experiments; instead, small redox-active
molecules (mediators) are used to
transport electrons between the electrode surface and the active site of the
metalloprotein. Typical mediators
include quinones (4), Ru(NH3)63+
(5), and methyl viologen (6).
More recently, it has been shown
that cyclic voltammograms of metalloproteins in the absence of mediators (i.e., direct electrochemistry)
can be achieved under certain conditions (1,2). For example, it was
shown that a quasi-reversible cyclic
voltammogram could be obtained
for cytochrome c at a gold electrode
covered by a monolayer of adsorbed
bipyridine (7). It was proposed that
the hydrogen bonding between
bipyridine molecules adsorbed to the
electrode surface and lysine (-NH3+)
groups on the surface of the protein
in the area where the active site is
exposed hold the protein close to the
electrode surface in an orientation
that allows rapid electron transfer between the electrode and the active
site of the protein (F1). This idea of
using functional groups (promoters)
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F1
Schematic diagram of the
interaction between the
modified electrode surface
and the protein that is
required for electron
transfer (adapted from
reference 1).
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on the electrode surface to bind proteins on the electrode (using electrostatic interactions) in an orientation
suitable for electron transfer has
been extended to other proteins (1,
2). It is important to note that the
promoters are not mediators; that is,
they do not act as intermediates for
electron transport. It should also be
noted that redox potentials measured
for the same protein using the two
approaches should not be expected
to be the same, since the interactions
between the promoter and the protein can affect the redox potential.
For example, the redox potential of
outer mitochondrial cytochrome b5
has been measured spectroelectrochemically using both methyl viologen and Ru(NH3)63+ as mediators,
and directly by cyclic voltammetry
using a gold electrode modified with
Current Separations 18:2 (1999)
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a mercaptopropionate/polycation
complex (this complex must have a
net positive charge, since cytochrome b5 has a net negative charge).
Redox potential values of -102 mV
and -78 mV (Vs. NHE (8)), respectively, were recorded for the two
methods (6).

Cytochromes
Cytochromes are part of a larger
group of proteins in which a heme
prosthetic group is the active site.
The heme group consists of iron(III)
coordinated to a porphyrin group,
and the heme groups for cytochromes b and c (the two most
widely studied cytochromes) are
shown in F2. It should be noted that
the two hemes are very similar—the
only difference shown in the figure

is that the heme group of cytochrome
c is coordinated to cysteine residues
in the protein, whereas that of cytochrome b is not. However, in spite of
their apparent structural similarities,
the redox potentials for the
iron(III)/iron(II) couple are significantly different: +5 mV for cytochrome b5 (4), and +260 mV for
cytochrome c (5). Indeed, cytochrome c from different sources exhibits a wide range of redox potential
values (9). Consequently, a major focus of the studies of cytochromes
(and other electron transfer proteins
(vide infra)) has been the investigation of the factors that affect the redox potential. In this section, only
cytochrome c and cytochrome b5
will be discussed, since these are the
two best characterized cytochromes.
One method that has been used
for examining the effect of structural
variations on redox potentials has
been the study of model compounds;
that is, small molecular complexes
(e.g., porphyrins (10, 11)) that contain some of the features of the active
site under investigation. It should be
stressed that model compounds cannot reproduce exactly the complex
environment inside a protein—they
are used for systematic variation of
specific structural features. For example, one difference between cytochrome c and cytochrome b5 is the
axial ligation of the iron center—in
cytochrome c, it is coordinated to
one methionine residue (S coordination) and one histidine residue (N
coordination), whereas in cytochrome b5, it is coordinated to two
histidine residues. Comparison of
the redox potentials of tetraphenylporphyrin derivatives with
the appropriate axial coordination
(using imidazoles and thioethers for
the axial ligands) shows that changing from N/N axial coordiation to
N/S axial coordination leads to a
shift of +170 mV (12); that is, the
iron(III) oxidation state is destabilized. Another significant property
of these model compounds was the
insensitivity of the axial bond
lengths to the oxidation state of the
iron center; that is, there is little
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F3
Molecular structures of
iron sulfur prosethetic
groups found in iron
sulfur proteins.
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observed for iron sulfur
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normal hydrogen
electrode) (adapted
from reference 31).
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structural reorganization required
for electron transfer, which facilitates the electron transfer reaction.
It is also possible to change specific amino acid residues in the protein to investigate the effect of this
particular residue on the structure
and function of the protein (site specific mutagenesis). The largest
changes are obtained by changing
the residue that is involved in axial
coordination to the iron center
(methione (Met)-80 and histidine
(His)-18 for cytochrome c, and His63 and His-39 for cytochrome b5)
(5,13-15). For example, replacement
of His-39 in cytochrome b5 with
methionine generates a protein in
which one of the axial sites is occupied by a water molecule (13). This
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is reflected by the shift of -240 mV
in the redox potential (i.e., stabilization of the iron(III) center). It was
also shown that this modified (mutant) protein could bind a substrate
in the axial site and could catalyze
oxidative reactions of this substrate,
similar to those catalyzed by cytochrome P450 enzymes, in which
there are vacant axial sites. A change
in axial coordination can also be induced by changing a residue that is
not directly coordinated to the iron
center. Replacement of phenylalanine(Phe)-82 with histidine generates
a mutant cytochrome c in which
Met-80 and His-18 are coordinated
in the iron(II) complex, whereas His82 and His-18 are coordinated in the
iron(III) state (16). Since there are

two possible isomers with different
redox potentials (+230 mV for the
Met-80-His-18 isomer, and +150
mV for the His-82-His-18 isomer),
cyclic voltammograms of this modified protein were shown by digital
simulation to be consistent with a
square scheme redox mechanism.
Smaller variations in the redox
potentials have been found in modified versions of cytochrome c in
which the axial coordination of the
iron center is not altered (17-21).
These have been attributed to
changes in the following factors: the
hydrophobicity of the interior of the
protein, the solvent accessibility of
the active site, and electrostatic and
hydrogen bonding interactions between amino acid residues and the
iron center (22-25). Based on comparison of the redox potentials of
native cytochrome c with unfolded
cytochrome c and microperoxidase
(a proteolytic fragment of cytochrome c containing the heme group
and a small number of amino acids),
it has been suggested that encapsulation of the heme group in a hydrop ho bi c env ironment causes a
positive shift of 240 mV in the redox
potential (26) (i.e., the iron(III) oxidation state is destabilized).
Since the porphyrin group in cytochrome b5 is not directly bound to
the enzyme, the heme group can be
removed, modified, and then replaced in the active site. Modifications of the porphyrin that have been
studied include esterification of the
propionate groups (21,27) (which
destabilizes the iron(III) state), replacement of the propionate groups
with methyl groups (28) (which stabilizes the iron(III) state), replacement of the vinyl groups with alkyl
groups (28,29) (which stabilizes the
iron(III) state), variation of the orientation of the heme group in the
active site (30), and substitution of
porphyrin by chlorin analogues (31).

Iron-Sulfur Proteins
There are a wide range of different iron-sulfur electron transfer proteins, which vary in the number of
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iron centers (32,33). Four different
iron-sulfur structures are observed
(F3): Fe( SR)4n,
Fe2S2(SR)2n,
n
Fe3S4(SR)2 , and Fe4S4(SR)4n (the
bridging ligands are sulfides (formally S2-), and the terminal ligands
are RS- (where R = cysteine for protein-bound iron-sulfur clusters)).
Since iron can readily exist in the +3
or +2 oxidation state, the following
oxidation states are available for the
FexSy cluster core: +2, +1, 0 (Fe2S2);
+1, 0,-1 (Fe3S4); +4, +3, +2, +1, 0
(Fe4S4). However, a given iron sulfur
cluster in a protein typically only
exhibits one redox process when
studied by cyclic voltammetry. For
Fe2S2 proteins, the two observable
cluster oxidation states are +2 and +1
(2Fe(III) and Fe(III)Fe(II)), and
Fe3S4 clusters can exist as +1 and 0
(3Fe(III) and 2Fe(III)Fe(II)) (although the formation of “hyper-reduced” 3Fe(II) Fe3S4 clusters has
recently been reported (34)). Two
different classes of iron-sulfur Fe4S4
proteins have been observed; those
with oxidation states of +3 and +2
(3Fe(III)Fe(II) and 2Fe(III)2Fe(II)),
and those with oxidation states of +2
and +1 (2Fe(III)2Fe(II) and
Fe(III)3Fe(II)). The former group is
referred to as high-potential ironsulfur proteins (HiPIPs), whereas the
latter group is referred to as ferredoxins (the term ferredoxin is also
used to describe Fe2S2 and Fe3S4
clusters, whereas FeS proteins are
referred to as rubredoxins). The
range of redox potentials exhibited
by iron-sulfur clusters in proteins is
shown in F4 (33).
Structural analyses of iron-sulfur
have shown that there is little variation in the structure of the iron-sulfur clusters of a given type in
different proteins (33,35). Therefore, the wide variation in measured
redox potentials has again been attributed to variations in the cluster
environment within the protein (e.g.,
hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, solvent accessibility, and
hydrophobicity). The different oxidation states of Fe4S4 ferredoxins
and HiPIPs has been attributed to
differences in the configuration of
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amide groups close to the clusters
and the resulting cluster-amide interactions (36,37), including differences in the number of hydrogen
bonding interactions (35) (it was also
noted that the cluster environment in
HiPIPs is more hydrophobic than it
is in Fe4S4 ferredoxins (35)). The
variation among Fe4S4 ferredoxins
has been attributed to differences in
solvent accessibility and cluster
solvation (36-38), whereas the variations among HiPIPs has been attributed to variations in cluster solvation
(39) and the net charge on the protein
(39-41).
It is also possible to have two
iron-sulfur clusters in the same protein. Three different classes of these
proteins have been identified. “Clostridial” 8Fe ferredoxins contain two
Fe4S4 clusters with similar ligating
amino acid sequences (Cys-X-XCys-X-X-Cys-X-X-X-Cys-Pro,
where Cys = cysteine, Pro = proline,
and X = other amino acid). One
structurally characterized example is
Peptococcus aerogenes ferredoxin
(PaFd) (35). The redox potentials of
the two clusters are essentially identical at around -400 mV (33). “Chromatial” 8Fe ferredoxins also have
two Fe4S4 clusters, but the ligating
sequences are different; one sequence is similar to that found in
clostridial ferredoxins (the clostridial sequence), whereas in the
other sequence five or six additional
amino acids have been inserted between the second and third cysteines
(the chromatial sequence). This
structure is shown by the Chromatium vinosum ferredoxin (CvFd)
(42). The redox potentials of these
two clusters differ by about 200 mV
(43) (-460 and -655 mV). In the third
class, the ligating sequences are also
different; one sequence is again
similar to that found clostridial ferredoxins, whereas in the other sequence the second cysteine has been
substituted by a different amino acid,
or two additional amino acids have
been inserted between the second
and third cysteine. These changes
decrease the number of coordinating
cysteines from four to three; that is,

there is one Fe4S4 cluster, and one
Fe3S4 cluster (a 7Fe ferredoxin).
Azotobacter vinelandii ferredoxin I
(AvFdI) is one example of this type
of ferredoxin (44). The redox potentials for the two clusters are significantly different (45) (-425 mV for
the Fe3S4 cluster, and -650 mV for
the Fe4S4 cluster).
Much effort has been devoted to
rationalizing the differences in the
redox potentials of the three structures described, and site-specific
mutagenesis has again been extensively used. In one study, selected
amino acids in AvFdI were changed
to those at the same position in the
amino acid sequence of PaFd (38) to
examine the effect on the redox potential of the Fe4S4 cluster. These
mutations involved substitution of
three negatively charged surface
amino acids for neutral ones (aspartate→asparagine, glutamate→serine,
and glutamate→alanine), one neutral
surface residue for a negatively
charge residue (histidine→aspartate), and two hydrophobic residues in
the interior of the protein (phenylalanine→tyrosine and phenylalanine→
isoleucine). These amino acids were
chosen because of their proximity to
the Fe4S4 cluster. None of the residues had any effect on the redox
potential of the Fe3S4 cluster (which
is to be expected, since none of the
mutations was close to this site), and
only one mutation (phenylalanine→isoleucine) altered the redox
potential of the Fe4S4 cluster (by
about 20 mV). It was concluded from
these results that surface charges had
little effect on the redox potentials,
and that the large difference between
the redox potentials of the Fe4S4
clusters in the two proteins was associated with solvent accessibility.
A larger change in the redox potential of the Fe4S4 cluster was
achieved by using a cysteine→alanine mutation at position 20 (45).
Since this residue is coordinated to
the cluster, this mutation forces a different coordination geometry on the
peptide chain, leading to a change in
the redox potential from -650 to -750
mV (as in the previous example, the
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F5
Molecular structures of
active site of blue copper
proteins. a) plastocyanin,
b) azurin, c) cucumber
basic protein,
d) stellacyanin (adapted
from reference 53).
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redox potential of the Fe3S4 cluster is
not affected by this mutation). Removal of the two additional amino
acids between the second and third
cysteine residues of the sequence that
ligates the Fe3S4 cluster (i.e., conversion to a clostridial sequence) leads
to the formation of a Fe4S4 cluster
rather than a Fe3S4 cluster at this site;
that is, AvFdI has been converted
from a 7Fe ferredoxin to an 8Fe ferredoxin (46). The redox potential of
the new Fe4S4 cluster was found to
be -466 mV. The redox potential of
the other Fe4S4 cluster was -612 mV;
that is, there are two Fe4S4 clusters
in the same protein with similar ligating sequences, but with very different redox potentials.
As discussed above (vide supra),
the ligating sequences of the two
Fe4S4 clusters in CvFd are different,
and the redox potentials of these two
centers are very different (-460 and
-655 mV). Mutagenesis was used to
assign the redox potentials to the two
clusters; mutations around cluster I
affected the more negative redox potential, whereas mutations around
cluster II affected the more positive
redox potential (43). One particular
mutation converted the chromatial
sequence around cluster II to the
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clostridial sequence and led to a shift
in the redox potential of cluster II
from -460 to -400 mV; that is, a value
similar to those found for clostridial
ferredoxins. However, the clostridial
ligating sequence was also found for
cluster I, which had a more negative
redox potential. It was observed that
substitution of valine by the less
bulky glycine at position 13 caused
a positive shift of 50 mV in the redox
potential, which is consistent with
the proposed role of solvent accessibility in determining redox potential
(36,37).

Blue Copper Proteins
There are a number of different
coordination modes for copper in
metalloproteins, and these have been
labeled Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3
based on the spectroscopic properties of the protein (47,48). Type 1
copper sites are characterized by an
intense blue color, due to an absorption at 600 nm, and hence proteins
containing Type 1 copper are often
referred to as “blue” copper proteins,
whereas Type 2 copper sites have
spectroscopic properties similar to
those found for square-planar coordination complexes (and hence are

referred to as “normal”). Type 3 copper sites contain two interacting copper centers. As discussed above, blue
copper proteins are one class of electron transfer proteins.
Blue copper proteins are different from the other two classes of
electron transfer proteins discussed
in this article in that there is no prosthetic group associated with the copper, and the copper center is directly
coordinated to amino acid residues.
A number of blue copper proteins
have been characterized by x-ray
crystallography (47,48), and these
have similar copper(II) coordination
sites (F5) (although there are important differences). The common feature in all the copper sites is a
trigonal planar arrangement of two
N ligands (each from histidine) and
one S (thiolate) ligand (from cysteine), with strong interactions between the copper center and all these
ligands. The copper sites from different proteins differ in the number and
strength of the axial interactions (i.e.,
above and below the N2S plane), and
the position of the copper center relative to the N2S plane. In amicyanin
(49) and plastocyanin (50) (F5a),
there is a weak axial bond to a
thioether (from methionine) with a
Cu-S distance of about 2.90 Å, and
the copper center lies 0.3 - 0.35 Å
above the N2S plane (i.e., a distorted
tetrahedron). In azurin (51) (F5b),
there are two axial ligands, the
thioether from methionine at a distance of 3.1 Å, and a carbonyl oxygen from glycine, also at a distance
of 3.1 Å, with the copper center
much closer (0.08 Å) to the N2S
plane (i.e., a distorted trigonal
bipyramid). The copper sites of cucumber basic blue protein (plantacyanin) (52) and pseudoazurin (53)
(F3c) are similar to that of plastocyanin, but the axial Cu-S interaction
is stronger (Cu-S = 2.62 and 2.69 Å,
respectively) and there is a tetragonal
distortion relative to the plastocyanin copper site that leads to differen ces in th e spectroscopic
characteristics of the copper sites
(54-56). In stellacyanin (57) (F3d),
the copper site is again a distorted
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tetrahedron, but the axial methionine
thioether has been replaced by the
carbonyl oxygen of a glycine (Cu-O
= 2.2 Å).
Comparison of the geometries of
copper(I) sites with those of the copper(II) sites from the same protein
shows that the ligand geometry does
not vary with the oxidation state of
the copper (58-61) (as previously
mentioned, this facilitates electron
transfer, since the activation energy
required for structural changes is
negligible). The ligand geometries
also remain unaffected when the
copper center is removed (62-64) or
when it is substituted by mercury
(65) or cadmium (66). It was concluded from these results that the
geometry at the copper site is controlled by the protein, and this geometry is imposed upon the copper
center (67). The unusual spectroscopic properties of blue copper proteins have been attributed to this
constrained geometry (54-56). The
potentials for the Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox
couple are of particular interest,
since they are higher (more positive)
than typically observed for copper
coordination complexes (68) (i.e.,
the copper(I) oxidation state is more
favored). This behavior was explained by noting that, electronically, copper(II) favors a square
planar or tetragonal geometry over a
tetrahedral geometry. This is due to
d orbital degeneracy in a d9 tetrahedral geometry, which is removed by
the tetragonal distortion (Jahn-Teller
distortion) towards a square planar
geometry. In contrast, the d10 copper(I) center has no electronic preferences. Therefore, forcing the
copper center into a distorted tetrahedral geometry increases the relative stability of the copper(I)
oxidation state. This increased stability has been illustrated using a
tetradentate imidazole ligand to constrain copper(II) in a tetrahedral geometry (69); the redox potential of
this model complex was several hundred millivolts more positive than
the redox potentials of CuN4 complexes with a square planar geometry. However, it has recently been
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pointed out that there is an another
Jahn-Teller distortion available for
removing the degeneracy of the tetrahedral geometry; lengthening one
of the bonds lowers the symmetry
from Td to C3v, and shortening one
of the remaining bonds further lowers the symmetry to Cs (55). This
distorted geometry is achieved in the
copper coordination site of plastocyanin, which has a long Cu-S bond for
coordination to the methionine residue, and a short Cu-S for coordination to the cysteine residue. It was
proposed that the copper(II) geometry found in plastocyanin is not a
high energy structure as had been
previously proposed, and therefore
the geometry imposed by the protein
on the metal center is not the reason
for the destabilization of the copper(II) oxidation state. The high redox potential was attributed to the
weak interaction between the copper
center and the axial methionine ligand, since the poor electron donation from this fourth ligand increases
the favorability of the lower (copper(I)) oxidation state (55).
Although the structures of the
copper coordination sites are similar,
there is a wide variation in the values
of the redox potentials (similar to
those discussed above for cytochromes and iron-sulfur proteins).
Typical values include +680 mV for
rusticyanin (47), +390 mV for plastocyanin (70), +320 mV for cucumber basic blue protein (71), +310 mV
for azurin 72, + 280 mV for
pseudoazurin (73), and +184 mV for
stellacyanin (47). Considerable effort has been devoted to elucidating
the factors that cause these wide variations, and, again, site-directed mutagenesis has been extensively used
(74). Some selected examples are
discussed below.

Substitution of the Amino
Acids Directly Coordinated to
the Copper Center
As discussed above (vide supra),
the axial (fourth) ligand in most blue
copper proteins is methionine (coordinated thioether), whereas in stel-

lacyanin, it is glycine (coordinated
carbonyl oxygen). The coordination
of oxygen rather than sulfur may stabilize the copper(II) oxidation state
and lower the redox potential. This
idea has been tested by replacing the
coordinating methionine (Met-121)
in azurin with glutamine (75). It was
shown by X-ray crystallography that
the carbonyl oxygen of glutamine
121 was coordinated in the axial site.
However, the redox potential only
decreased by 20 mV (from +288 mV
to +268 mV). This was attributed to
changes in the copper coordination
that occurred for the mutant protein
upon reduction that stabilized the
copper(I) oxidation state (similar
changes did not occur in the wild
type protein).
Oxygen coordination in the axial
site has also been obtained for azurin
by substituting Met-121 with glutamate, which can coordinate through
the carboxylate group (76). However, the properties of this mutant
protein are strongly dependent upon
pH, due to the protonation/deprotonation of the coordinated carboxylate group. At pH 4, the carboxylate
is protonated, and the spectroscopic
properties are typical of a blue copper protein. However, at pH 8, the
carboxylate is deprotonated, and the
change in axial coordination gives
rise to significant spectroscopic
changes. The redox potential also
changes from +370 mV at pH 4 to
+184 mV at pH 8. These changes
were attributed to the stronger interaction with the lone pair on the deprotonated oxygen donor. Similar
behavior has also been reported for
the histidine-121 mutant (77,78).
Met-121 can also be substituted
by amino acids that cannot coordinate to the copper center (e.g., those
with aliphatic side chains, such as
glycin e, valine, alanine, and
leucine). These mutants typically
have redox potentials higher than the
wild type protein (72,79), and this
has been attributed to the increased
hydrophobicity of the copper coordination site (the decreased electron
donation to the copper center may
also need to be considered (vide su-
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pra)). The vacant axial coordination
site can be occupied by exogeneous
ligands (e.g., water, azide, and thiocyanate); coordination of these ligands stabilizes the copper(II)
oxidation state, leading to lower redox potentials (72,80,81).
The coordination sphere of copper has also been altered by substituting the histidine and cysteine
amino acids that coordinate in the
trigonal plane. Substitution with
non-coordinating amino acids generally leads to an increase in the redox potential (82) and conversion of
the copper coordination site from
Type 1 to Type 2 (83,84) (as judged
by changes in spectroscopic properties). Type 1 coordination can be resto red b y th e addition of an
appropriate ligand (e.g., imidazole).

Substitution of Other
Amino Acids
It has been noted in previous sections of this article that the redox
potential of metal centers can be influenced by a variety of factors, including electrostatic interactions
between the metal center and point
charges and dipoles in the protein,
hydrogen bonding between the metal center and the protein, and the
hydrophobicity and solvent accessibility of the metal center. Therefore,
changes in amino acids not directly
coordinated to the metal center can
affect the redox potential. The redox
potentials of blue copper proteins
can be further influenced through
modulations in the tertiary structure
brought about by changes in electrostatic and hydrogen bonding interactions that accompany variations in
non-coordinated amino acids. The
magnitude and direction of changes
in the redox potential depend on the
site of substitution and changes in
charge, polarity, etc. (72,74). Since
there are so many variables to consider, structural studies on the mutant proteins are generally required
when trying to rationalize changes in
redox potentials. For example, the
solid state structures of two mutants
of pseudoazurin (proline-40 substi-
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tuted by alanine or isoleucine) in
both oxidation states were elucidated using X-ray crystallography
(85). These showed that the substitution by alanine created a surface
pocket containing a water molecule,
and electrostatic calculation showed
that the presence of this additional
water molecule altered the solvation
energy at the copper center. The substitution by isoleucine created more
protein flexibility at the copper binding site that allowed a more trigonal
geometry to be adopted by the copper(I) oxidation state. Both these
changes stabilize the copper(I) oxidation state, which is consistent with
the increase in the redox potential
from +270 mV for the wild type
protein to +409 mV in the alanine
mu tant an d +450 mV in the
isoleucine mutant.
The examples given above for the
three different classes of electron
transfer proteins illustrate how the protein environment is used to modulate
the redox potentials over a wide range.
However, although much progress has
been made in determining the effects
of protein environment, considerable
work is still required (i.e., relating
changes in the redox potential to
changes in the rate of electron transfer
between proteins (86)).
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